DIRECTIONS

BY SUBWAY (IN GENERAL)

Metro Line 9 and exit at station SAMSEONG JUNGSANG, Gate NO. 1. Walk 300M straight until BAMBU building on your right.
Metro Line 9 & Bundang line and exit at station SEONJEONGNEUNG, Gate NO. 2. Walk 400M straight until BAMBU building on your left.
BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT

From INCHEON AIRPORT TERMINAL 1:

- **Airport Bus No.6020** to **SINBANPO STATION** (2 stations, 60min).
- After walking 150M in the same direction of travel, transfer to **METRO LINE 9** (Direction express bus terminal) at **SINBANPO STATION**.
- After 6 stations, exit at **SAMSEONG JUNG-GANG STATION** GATE No.1.
- Walk 400M straight until BAMBU building on your right.
* (By Taxi approx. 75min)

*There are two terminals at Incheon airport, and terminals are defined by the airlines.*

By car

Approaching from West/ end (Olympic expressway):

- Travel to east and turn left at the **Banpo Bridge Intersection** (Express bus terminal direction)
- Take Banpo Bridge overpass and go straight heading to Seocho Station.
- Turn left into the Seolleung-ro, and turn right after passing two blocks.
- After 400m, turn right to the Bongeunsa-ro 67, and turn left when you reach the end of the street.
- BAMBU tower is located on your right after 70m. (underground parking lots available in the BAMBU tower)
- Here you’ll find us on the 13th floor.

From INCHEON AIRPORT TERMINAL 2:

- **Airport Bus No.6703** to **RAMADA SEOUL HOTEL STATION** (6 stations, 100min).
- After walking 300M in the same direction of travel, across the street on the left.
- Turn right and walk 100M straight until BAMBU building on your left.
* (By Taxi approx. 90min)

Approaching from North/Yangjae (Nambu-sunhwannro)

- Travel to **Gyeongbu Expressway to Seocho IC** (Seoul Arts Center direction)
- Turn right into the Nambusunhwan-ro. After 2km, turn left into the Eonju-ro at the Mae-bong tunnel intersection.
- After 2.5km, turn right into the Bongeunsa-ro and continue until the Seonjeongneung station. Turn right after reaching Seolleung-ro 112 gil.
- After 400m, turn right to the Bongeunsa-ro 67, and turn left when you reach the end of the street.
- BAMBU tower is located on your right after 70m. (underground parking lots available in the BAMBU tower)
- Here you’ll find us on the 13th floor.